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Martin Aircraft Company was honoured to host His Serene Highness
Prince Albert II of Monaco at our stand on day two of the Top
Marques Monaco Supercar Show.
Prince Albert, who is a well-known automotive and aircraft enthusiast,
took great interest in the Martin Jetpack, its flight characteristics and
its operational capabilities and he was quick to see its potential
applications in the principality in both the commercial and
recreational areas.
Encouraged by our assurances that unlike helicopters the Jetpack
with its fly by wire technology is easy to fly, His Highness was
adamant that he could not leave the stand without trying the full
flight Jetpack simulator first hand, much to the delight of the official
delegation and spectators alike.
With only a minute of instruction, Prince Albert lifted off from the
Monaco Heliport and proceeded to undertake a virtual tour of his
Principality, concluding with an impressive landing at the Royal
Palace to a spontaneous eruption of applause.
Steven Saltzman, Director of Top Marques Monaco, said, “We are so
very happy to have Martin Aircraft Company from New Zealand here
with us as our guest at Top Marques. When I was briefing His
Highness last night on the programme for today’s visit to the show,
the Martin Jetpack was an absolute priority and to now have Prince
Albert fly the simulator with such finesse shows that this amazing
aircraft is certainly the personal transport of the future.”
The show runs from 14 – 17 April with guests attending from all over
the world to see the very best in personal transportation and luxury
goods.

	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
Further information on Top Marques Monaco at http://www.topmarquesmonaco.com/en/index.html
END

ABOUT THE MARTIN AIRCRAFT COMPANY LIMITED
Martin Aircraft Company Limited (Martin Aircraft) is currently developing the Martin Jetpack, the world’s first practical
jetpack, with potential search and rescue, military, recreational and commercial applications, both manned and
unmanned. The Martin Jetpack was initially conceived and developed by Glenn Martin in Dunedin in 1981. This led to
the founding of Martin Aircraft Company in 1998 and the development of a Jetpack that, based on current testing, is
expected to have over 30 minutes’ flight capability at a speed of up to 74 km/h and an altitude up to 1,000 m (3000ft).
The Martin Jetpack is a disruptive technology, much like the helicopter was when first developed, with significant
capabilities and is able to be flown either by a pilot or via remote control. The Jetpack can take off and land vertically
(VTOL) and because of its small dimensions, it can operate in confined spaces (such as close to or in between
buildings), near trees or in confined areas that other VTOL aircraft such as helicopters cannot access.
More detailed information about Martin Aircraft and the Martin Jetpack is available at www.martinjetpack.com

	
  

	
  

